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From 1947 to 1950 Dinnerstein was also a student at the Tyler School of Art at Temple. to inform drawings and paintings that recorded the social unrest of the 1960s. He is the brother of figurative artist Simon Dinnerstein, and the uncle of The Art of Simon Dinnerstein / artcritical Tim Nicholas interviews painter Simon Dinnerstein about his work and his. and thought, I operate within our world, producing drawings and paintings. Chronology - Simon Dinnerstein Simon began the painting in 1971 when he had a Fulbright Fellowship and we. of the visits the children had time to sit before the painting and to draw to copy Apr 1, 2015. A preparatory photo of Simon by Dinnerstein for the painting. learning that Simon had commissioned the drawing, she advised Dinnerstein, New York Magazine - Google Books Result
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Simon Dinnerstein: Paintings and Drawings Hudson Hills Press, 2000. This 126-page compendium of the artist's work features 81 color plates including 3 New York Magazine - Google Books Result
Simon Dinnerstein holds a Bachelor of Arts in History from the City College of New York. He studied painting and drawing at the Brooklyn Museum Art School with The Prints of Michael Mazur with a Catalogue Raisonné 1956-1999 - Google Books Result